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ABSTRACT 

The analysis of 2G and 3G voice traffic by         

researchers have established that their     

characteristics follow the Poisson distribution     

and that earlier theories on call arrivals hold.        

However, few research work have been      

conducted in the literature, with respect to       

predicting 2G and 3G voice traffic using artificial        

intelligent networks. This study explores the      

forecasting capabilities of CANFIS model in      

predicting voice traffic of two different mobile       

network generations: 2G as first input data while        

3G serve as second input data. This study uses 3G          

weekly voice traffic and 2G weekly voice traffic        

time series data measured from a live mobile        

network with nationwide coverage between 2015      

and 2017 in Ghana. The results indicate that        

CANFIS model with Bell membership function, 7       

membership function per input, TanhAxon     

transfer function and Levenberg-Marquardt    

learning rule can give accurate traffic prediction       

for 3G voice traffic. With 2G voice traffic,        

CANFIS model with Gaussian membership     

function, 5 membership function per input, Axon       

transfer function and momentum learning rule      

was the best model. The results indicate that        

CANFIS model can be used to predict both 2G         

and 3G weekly voice traffic with appreciable       

improvement. 

Keywords: coactive adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference     

system, 2G network traffic, 3G network traffic,       
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Traffic forecasting in telecommunication is     

considered by many researchers as bedrock of       

effective planning of network and resource      

management [1] [2]. It is appropriate to choose        

forecasting method by laying more emphasis on       

the characteristics of the time series data [3].        

Considering voice traffic generated from     

conventional circuit-switched networks, linear    

models have been found to produce good       

forecasting [1]. Other studies have pointed out       

that traffic is characterised by short-range      

dependence and the call arrivals follow a Poisson        

distribution [4] [5] [6]. Reference [7] examined       

empirical data of 3G voice traffic and concluded        

that statistical models are unable to correctly       

account for the contribution of noise, signalling       

traffic etc. on bandwidth use. Reference [8]       

confirmed that terminating calls of 2G voice       

traffic conforms to the Poisson distribution and       

that earlier theories on call arrivals hold. 

Linear models have extensively been used in the        

prediction of mobile voice traffic. Reference [9]       

applied ARIMA and Holt-Winters models to      

predict mobile network traffic. Other studies that       

have proposed linear models for prediction of       

telecommunications data are found in [10] [11]       

[12]. Reference [13] used ARIMA model to       

forecast M-3 telecommunication data and     

concluded that it performs well with minimum       

values of MAD, RMSE, MAPE, SSR and MAE as         

compared to earlier findings. The authors in [14]        

also examined the biweekly network traffic from       

CERNET and predicted the traffic using SARIMA       
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model. The model gave a good prediction when 10         

steps ahead of time prediction was considered. 

Even though linear models have generated      

accurate prediction for telecommunication    

network traffic it suffers from poor performance       

in estimating intensely nonlinear features     

prominent in such traffic [15]. In addition       

statistical models require inputs from expert in       

the specification of models which is one of the         

challenges. 

In order to solve these challenges, neural network        

methodologies are often employed by researchers      

in this field. Lately ANN has been used extensively         

in the field of telecommunications, telephone      

traffic prediction [16], internet traffic [17], and       

network traffic prediction [18], however there are       

several problems associated with designing and      

training of ANN [19]. In reference [20] GSM        

network traffic congestion was investigated with      

neural network model. 

On the contrary, authors in [21] identified some of         

the challenges of ANN as network model selection        

and data preprocessing. In addition, ANN training       

algorithm is also found to be susceptible to        

categorising redundant data [21].  

On the other hand, CANFIS can solve poorly        

defined problems efficiently than neural networks      

when the underlying function to model is highly        

variable or locally extreme [22] [23]. Fuzzy       

inference systems are also valuable, as they       

combine the explanatory nature of rules (MFs)       

with the power of neural networks. CANFIS       

model is described as that which integrates       

adaptable fuzzy inputs with a modular neural       

network to rapidly and accurately approximate      

complex functions [22] [23] [24] [25] [26]. 

However, few research work have been conducted       

in the literature, with respect to predicting 2G and         

3G voice traffic using artificial intelligent      

networks. Authors in [27] applied ANFIS model to        

predict voice traffic quality in 2G and 3G networks         

using empirical data measured from three      

operators in Athens. Reference [28] explored the       

performance of Holt Winters, MLP, Support      

Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest in       

predicting 2112 hourly voice traffic of 3G network        

and confirmed that SVM is better than the other         

models. In another study, reference [29]      

considered the forecasting capabilities of     

feedforward neural network in determining the      

busy hour of voice traffic of GSM network.        

Reference [6] examined the characteristics of 2G       

and 3G voice traffic in downlink and uplink path         

and concluded that both scenarios follows the       

Poisson distribution. In [30], the authors analysed       

the heating value of a sample fuel or gross caloric          

value (GCV) using CANFIS model. The result was        

compared with ANN model which proved that the        

CANFIS model performs better.  

On the contrary, simultaneous prediction of voice       

traffic of 2G and 3G networks have not been         

modelled or explored with CANFIS network. In       

the literature research work using CANFIS for       

prediction where two inputs data are employed       

have been found in different fields. For instance,        

reference [24] implemented two-input two-output     

CANFIS architecture with two rules per output for        

grade estimation. Reference [36] designed a      

modified algorithm of CANFIS with 2-input and       

2-output architecture and validated the new      

model with simulated data recording minimum      

RMSE value. Other studies that have confirmed       

the prediction abilities of CANFIS model are       

found in [23][24][25].  

This study explores the capabilities of CANFIS in        

predicting voice traffic of two different mobile       

network generations: 2G as first input data while        

3G serve as second input data simultaneously. To        

the best of our knowledge, no study has been         

identified in the literature that examines the       

prediction efficacy of CANFIS model for 2G and        

3G weekly voice traffic. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Coactive Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference         
System Modelling of 2G and 3G Voice Traffic 

Coactive Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System     

(CANFIS) has extended the basic ideas of its        
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predecessor ANFIS to any number of      

input-output pairs [31]. CANFIS is a generalised       

form of ANFIS [32] which is found to integrate a          

fuzzy input with a modular neural network to        

quickly solve poorly defined complex functions      

[25]. CANFIS has a fundamental component of       

fuzzy axon which applies a membership function       

to the input [25]. According to reference [3],        

CANFIS is a dynamic statistical model that       

incorporates classification and regression trees     

with a neuro-fuzzy inference system that is locally        

tuned like the Radial Basis Function network       

(RBFN).  

The output of a fuzzy axon is computed [23] using the following formula in equation (1): 

in∀                                                                                   
      (1)  f j (x, )w = m i MF( x , w( i  ij))   

where 

  nput index,i = i utput index,j = o nput ixi = i   

eights orresponding to the jth MF  of  input iwij = w (MF  parameters) c   

MF= membership function of the particular subclass of the fuzzy axon. 

3.2  Creation of CANFIS Architecture 

The CANFIS architecture for two-input and two-output is illustrated in Figure 1. For a model               

initialisation, a common rule set with n input and m IF-THEN rules is given in [23] as follows: 

ule 1 If  z  is A  and z  is A …and z  is A                                                         (2)R :  1 11 2 12 n 1n   

hen u p z z z  (3)t 1 =  11 1 + p12 2 + … + p1n n + q1                                                                                                     

ule 2 If  z  is A  and z  is A …and z  is A   (4)R :  1 21 2 22 n 2n                                                                                  

hen u p z z z  (5)t 2 =  21 1 + p22 2 + … + p2n n + q2                                                                                                        

. 

. 

. 

ule m If  z  is A  and z  is A …and z  is A  (6)R :  1 m1 2 m2 n mn                                                                               

 hen u p z z z  (7)t m =  m1 1 + pm2 2 + … + pmn n + qm                                                                                                  

The layers in CANFIS structure can be adaptive or fixed and their functions are [33]: Layer 1, Layer 2,                   

Layer 3, layer 4 and Layer 5. 

© 2019 London Journals Press
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Figure 1: 2-Input 2-Output CANFIS Architecture 

Layer 1(Premise Parameters): Every node in this layer is a complex-valued membership function )              μ( ij  

with a node function: 

  μA for                                          (8)O1,ij = μA (z )|
| ij i

|
| ∟ ij (z )i  (1≤i≤n, 1≤j≤m)   

Each node in layer 1 is the membership grade of a fuzzy set and specifies the degree to which the             A )( ij         

given input belongs to one of the fuzzy sets. 

Layer 2 (Firing Strength): Every node in this layer is a product of all the incoming signals. This layer                   

receives input in the form of all the output pairs from the first layer: 

A A ..., μA or                   (9)O2,j = wj = μ i1 (z )i μ i2 (z )2 ,   i1n (z )n f (1≤i≤m)    

Layer 3 (Normalised Firing Strength) 

Every node in this layer calculates rational firing strength using the formula: 

  for                                                         (10)O3,j = wj =
wj

∑
m

j=i
wj

(1≤j≤m)   

Layer 4 (Consequence Parameters)  

Every node in this layer is multiplication of Normalized Firing Strength from the third layer and output                 

of neural network given by: 

μ (P Z Z  P Z )  for                     (11)O4 ,j = wj j = wj J1 1 + P J2 2 + … Jn 2n + qj (1≤j≤m)    
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Layer 5 (Overall Output): This layer computes the        

output of the CANFIS network [34] as follows: 

μ                              (12)O5 ,j = ∑
 

 
wj j  

The number of modular networks matches the       

number of network outputs and the number of        

processing elements in each network     

corresponding to the number of membership      

function. CANFIS has a combiner axon that       

applies the MF outputs to the modular network        

outputs. The combined outputs are channelled      

through a final output layer and the error is         

backpropagated to both the MFs and the modular        

networks [34]. 

Each output of the CANFIS has its own        

consequent parameters in the defuzzification     

layer. In the premise part (fuzzification layer) on        

the order hand, the MF are shared by all outputs          

which considerably reduce the number of model       

parameters while providing multiple output [25].  

The two most commonly used membership      

functions are the Gaussian and the general bell        

[35] [22]. It also contains a normalization axon to         

expand the output into the 0 to 1 as stated in           

reference [25] 

Bell function is given by reference [34] as: 

                                (13)μ1 (x) =  1

1+|
| a1

(x−c )1 |
|
2bi

 

where x = input to the node and a
1, b

1
and c

1
=             

adaptable variables known as premise parameters 

Gaussian function is given by reference [34] as:  

 (14)μ (x) = e− ( )2
1

σ
x−c 2

 

The Gaussian membership function is determined      

by c and σ, where c represents the center of the           

MF and σ determines the width of the MF [36]. 

3.3  Forecasting Accuracy Measure 

To select the best model for forecasting, the model         

with the minimum values of MSE, NRMSE, R and         

percent error were used as the criteria. 

Mean Squared Error (MSE) is calculated as: 

SE                         (15)M = NP

∑
P

j=0
∑
N

i=0
(d −y )ij ij

2

 

Normalised Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE)      

is given as: 

RMSE                      (16)N = √MSE

∑
P

j=0
P

d  − d  ( ij) ( ij)
 

The percent error (%Error) is computed as: 

Error                  (17)% = 100
NP ∑

P

j=0
∑
N

i=0
ddij

dy −dd| ij ij |
 

where  

P is the number of output processing elements 

N is the number of exemplars in the data set 

 is the network output for exemplar i at processing element jyij  

 is the desired output for exemplar i at processing element jdij  

is the denormalised network output for exemplar i at processing element j dyij  

 is the denormalised desired output for exemplar i  at processing element jddij  

3.4  Data Analysis of 2G and 3G Weekly Voice Traffic 

3.4.1 Data Collection and Specification 

The data used is a primary source measured from 3G and 2G telecommunication network operator in                

Ghana. The data was collected from March 2015 to February 2017 and consist of 178 sample of weekly                  

3G network traffic and 99 samples of weekly 2G network traffic. The study employed NeuroSolutions               

software for the analysis of data. 

© 2019 London Journals Press
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of 2G Voice Weekly Traffic 

Data Mean Median Max. Min. Std. Dev. Skewness 

Value 489394.4 464115 698836 279396 125677.4 0.103012 

Table 1 and Table 2 represent the summary statistics of the 3G and 2G network voice traffic data which                   

indicates a high variation among the weekly observations and also the data exhibits asymmetric              

pattern. 

Table 2: Summary Statistics of 3G Voice Weekly Traffic 

Data Mean Median Max. Min. Std. Dev. Skewness 

Value 1362434 1619248 2709330 437722.6 553089.7 -0.105359 

The data was divided into three: training (70%), validation (15%) and testing (15%) as shown in                

Table 3. 

Table 3: Training, Testing and Validation Data Sample for 2G and 3G Voice Traffic 

Sample 2G Weekly Voice Traffic 3G Weekly Voice Traffic 

Training Data (70%) 71 126 

Testing Data (15%) 14 26 

Validation Data (15%) 14 26 

3.4.2 CANFIS Model Configuration 

The parameters used for the CANFIS model architecture are illustrated in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6.                  

To determine the performance goal of CANFIS model for 2G and 3G voice traffic the various                

parameters were selected. 

Table 4: Input Layer Parameter Selection for CANFIS Modelling of 2G and 3G Weekly Voice Traffic 

Parameter  99 Samples of 2G 178 Samples of 3G 

Input Pes 1 1 1 1 

Output Pes 1 1 1 1 

Exemplars 99 99 178 178 

Hidden layers 0 0 0 0 

Membership function (MF) Bell Gaussian Bell Gaussian 

MFs per Input 3 3 3 3 

Fuzzy Model TSK TSK TSK TSK 

Table 5: Output Layer Parameter Selection for CANFIS Modelling of 2G Voice Traffic 

Parameter 99 Samples of 2G Weekly 

Transfer Function Axon Axon TanhAxon 

Learning Rule Momentum Momentum LM 

Step size 1 1 ------ 

Momentum 0.7 0.7 ------ 

Maximum Epochs 600 600 600 

Termination MSE (Increase) MSE (Increase) MSE (Increase) 

Threshold  0.01 0.01 ------ 

Weight Update Batch Batch Batch 
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Table 6: Output Layer Parameter Selection for CANFIS Modelling of 3G Weekly Voice Traffic 

Parameter 178 Samples of 3G Weekly 

Transfer 

Function 
Axon Axon TanhAxon 

Learning 

Rule 
Momentum Momentum LM 

Step size 1 1 ------ 

Momentum 0.7 0.7 ------ 

Maximum 

Epochs  
600 600 600 

Termination 

(MSE) 

Increase Increase Increase 

Threshold 0.01 0.01 ------ 

Weight 

Update 
Batch Batch Batch 

Table 7: Training Performance Parameters and Accuracy Tests 

 2G Weekly Voice Traffic 3G Weekly Voice Traffic 

Neuro-fuzzy 

model 
TSK 

 
TSK 

Membership 

function 
Bell Gaussian Bell Gaussian 

Transfer 

function 
Axon Axon TanhAxon Axon Axon TanhAxon 

Learning rule Momentum Momentum LM Momentum Momentum LM 

MFs per  

Input 
3 3 3 3 3 3 

Number of  

Epochs 
600 600 600 600 600 600 

MSE 9.557e-5 2.259e-5 7.62e-5 3.42e-5 1.21e-6 3.14e-5 

NRMSE 5.431e-3 2.64e-3 4.85e-3 3.25e-3 6.12e-4 3.11e-3 

R 0.99983 0.99996 0.99982 0.99996 0.99999 0.99997 

Percent Error  

(%) 
0.4407 0.2143 0.2279 0.2364 0.0449 0.2152 

Table 7 exhibits that for the 2G weekly voice traffic, Gaussian membership function, Axon transfer               

function, momentum learning rule, MSE = 2.259e-5, NRMSE = 2.64e-3 and 21.43% error. In the case                

of 3G weekly voice traffic, Gaussian membership function, Axon transfer function with MSE value of               

1.21e-6, NRMSE = 6.12e-4 and percent error of 4.49. 

3.4.3 Model Selection 

The best model was selected using forecasting accuracy measure with minimum values of MSE, NMSE               

and percent error. From Table 8, the best model to predict 2G weekly voice traffic with minimum                 

values of MSE and NMSE of 2.63e-5 and 2.85e-3 respectively is CANFIS-1. 
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Table 8: CANFIS Model Selection Criteria with 99 Samples of 2G Weekly Voice Traffic with 5 MFs per 

Input 

Architecture Type of MF 
Transfer 

function 

Training 

Algorithm 
MSE NMSE 

CANFIS-1 Gaussian Axon Momentum 8.62e-6 1.63e-3 

CANFIS-2 Bell Axon Momentum 2.63e-5 2.85e-3 

CANFIS-3 Bell TanhAxon LM 1.87e-4 7.60e-3 

CANFIS-4 Gaussian TanhAxon LM 4.35e-5 3.66e-2 

 

 Figure 2: CANFIS Testing Window with Convergence Rate for 2G Weekly Traffic 

Figure 2 indicates that the active cost curve approaches zero, which shows that the classification of the                 

2G weekly voice traffic data set performed suitably when CANFIS model was implemented. 

The forecasting results of CANFIS-1 model and the actual 2G weekly voice traffic is exhibited in                

Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Actual and Predicted Plot of 2G Weekly Voice Traffic 
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Figure 4: CANFIS Testing Window with Convergence Rate for 3G Weekly Voice Traffic 

Figure 4 indicates that the active cost curve approaches zero, which shows that the classification of the                 

3G weekly voice traffic data set performed suitably when CANFIS model was implemented. 

From Table 9, the best model to predict 3G weekly voice traffic with minimum values of MSE and                  

NMSE of 1.80e-6 and 7.46e-4 respectively is CANFIS-7. 

Table 9: CANFIS Model Selection Criteria with 178 Samples of 3G Weekly Voice Traffic with 7 MFs per 

Input 

Architecture 
Types of 

MF 

Transfer 

function 

Training 

Algorithm 
MSE NMSE 

CANFIS-5 Gaussian Axon Mom 4.31e-6 1.15e-3 

CANFIS-6 Bell Axon Mom 8.57e-6 1.63e-3 

CANFIS-7 Bell TanhAxon LM 1.80e-6 7.46e-4 

CANFIS-8 Gaussian TanhAxon LM 3.23e-5 3.16e-3 

 
Figure 5: Actual and Predicted Plot of 3G Weekly Voice Traffic 
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The forecasting results of CANFIS-7 model and the actual 3G weekly voice traffic is exhibited in                

Figure 5. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The analysis of 2G and 3G voice traffic by         

researchers have established that their     

characteristics follows the Poisson distribution     

and that earlier theories on call arrivals hold.        

However, few research work have been conducted       

in the literature, with respect to predicting 2G and         

3G voice traffic using artificial intelligent      

networks.  

The research objective have been achieved by       

preprocessing 178 samples of 3G weekly voice       

traffic and 99 samples of 2G weekly voice traffic         

and modelling the data with CANFIS. The method        

of network creation, training, parameter selection      

and model selection have been followed. 

The results indicate that CANFIS model with Bell        

membership function, 7 membership function per      

input, TanhAxon transfer function and Levenberg      

Marquardt learning rule can give accurate traffic       

prediction for 3G voice traffic. With 2G voice        

traffic, CANFIS model with Gaussian membership      

function, 5 membership function per input, Axon       

transfer function and momentum learning rule      

was the best model. The results indicate that        

CANFIS model can be used to predict both 2G and          

3G weekly voice traffic with appreciable      

improvement. 
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